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M19AHS 0S’ PREVE19TII?(3IOE FORMATIONS

ON A PROPrnLLXR BLADE

By Riohara Soherrer

SUMMARY

Thermal-eleotrlo means of preventing ioe for.matione on
a propeller blade have been investigated and a theoretical
basis for the oontinued development of thermal-eleotrio
blade shoes is providod.

A method”is presented that oan be applied to the design
of thermal-eleotric blade shoes for any propeller or rotor,
and an optimum heat distribution is determined for a propel-
lor blade.

INTRODUCTION

The design and development of suitable thermal lce-
prevention equipment for airoraft propellers have been under-
taken as a part of a general reeearoh program concerning loe-
prevention equipment for airoraft.

The National Researoh Counoil of Oanada has oonducted
flight tests, under natural icing oonditlons, of propellers
equipped with eleotrlcally heated blade shoes (referenoe 1),
These results formed the basis of the preliminary blade-shoe
designs used during flight tests oonduoted by the NACA in
the vlolnlty of Minneapolis, Minn., during the winter of 1942-
43 (referenoe 2). The blade shoes tested by the Hatlonal
Researoh Oounoll of Canada and the NAOA oonsisted of a layer
of neoprene serving as thermal and eleotrio insulator bondod
to the propeller blade with an outer layer of eleotrloally
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.
conductive neoprene bonded to the insulating layer. (See
fig. 1.) The power was supplied to these blade shoes through
radial wires between the neoprene layers at the rear edges
of-the shoe. l’light tests with electrically heated propeller-
blade shoes reported in referen~es 1 and 2 have established
the practicability of protecting propeller blades from ico
formations by ”therrnal-electrio means. The data of references
1 and 2 indiaate that the power required for ice prevention
may be exoessive for oertain applleations, although suffi-
cient power for some degree of Ioe removal may be provi~ed
readily. The analysim reported herein provldem a rattonal
basis for establishing thermal-electrio propeller-blade-shoo
detaigns.

SYMBOL S

The followlng Eymbols have been ueed in this analysis:

.4

B

D

J

I?U*

P

Pa

pb

Pr

Q

R

EC

aspect ratio

number of propeller blades

propeller diameter, feet

work equivalent, 778 foot-pounds per Btu

boundary-layer Nusselt number based on the laminar
boundary-layer thickness, h6/k

normal pressure coefficient on airfoil section

normal pressure coefficient due to the additional lift
distribution

normal pressure coefficient due to the basic lift
distribution

reference profile preOsure coefficient

heat quantity, Btu per hour or watts

propeller radius, feet

Reynolds number baeed on blade chord, VR+

-—
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Reynolds number based on leading-edge diameter,

rate-of-iaing ratio
,-.. ,...

area, square feet (unless otherwtse noted)

temperature, degrees 3ahrenheit

3

VRd/u

,

temperature rise due to aerodynamic heating, degrees
Fahrenheit

velocity Just outoide of the boundary layer, “feet per
second

maximum 100al velocity, feet per second

100al veloalty due to airfoil shape, feet per gecond

forward velooity of propeller, feet per seoond

resultant velocity of the blade section, feet per second
.

local velocity on the reference profilo, feet per second

local velocity at the laminar separation point, feet
per mecond

water content of the air stream, pounds of water per “
cubic foot of air

slope of the lift curve for any blade section

slope of the lift curve at Infinite aspect ratio

ohordwlse distance through which heat is oonducted, feet

blade chord, feet

propeller-blade section llft coefficient

additional section lift coefficient

basilo section lift coefficient

CPa
specific heat of air, Btu per pound, degrees Fahrenheit

—— ----
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h

k

a

m

n

P

q

r

B

t

x

“o

OM

n

a

aao

B

speoific! heat of water, Btu per pound, degrees ~ahrenhei.t

leading-edge diameter., feqt

aooeleration due to gravity, 32.2 feat per sioond per “
9000na

heat-transfer ooef?ioient, Btu per hour, square foot,
tlegrees Fahrenheit

thermal oonduotlvity, Btu per hour, square foot, degrees
Tahrenhelt per foot

dietanoe from the edge of an ioe layer, feet

dietanoe normal to blade-Oboe surface, feet

propeller speed, revolutions per second

absolute value of the ratio of the alopea of a double-
roof velocity profile

heat per unit area, Btu per hour, square foot or wa+ta
per square Inch (as noted)

blade station radiua, feet

chordwlae dtatance along the airfoil surface from the
stagnation point, feet

thlcknesa, feet

distance along the airfoil ohord line, feet

helix angle, degrees

helix angle at 0.76R at (Vo/nD)max, tiegreea

angular veloolty of the blade, radiana per second

angle of attack, degrees

angle of Hero lift, degreee

blade angle measured from the plane of rotation, degrees

.—— — . ..
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8 laminar boundary-layer thlekness from the surface to
the point at which V = 0.707 VE, feet “

. &T. - h-eat=t-ransfer charaoteristlo -lengt% for a turbulent
boundary layer

t turbulent boundary-layer parameter

e blade angle at any radius, degrees

6M blade angle at 0.76R at (Vo/nD)max, degrees

v kinematic vlscoslty, square feet per second

* ice-thlokness parameter

Subscripts

I

L

u

b

h

1

s

t

u

v

w

as

bs

01

Cs

insulation

lower surfaoe of the blade

upper surface of the blade

blade

blade root

ice

lamlnar-separation point

blade tlp

leading edge of the blade shoe

rear edge of the blade-ehoe conducting

tratling edge of the blade

blade surface aft of the blade shoe

blade shoe .

conducting layer

blade-element radial oross section

.

.L. . . . . . . ---- . . .,, .,-— — . . . . . . . . . . . . . —
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stag stagnation-pressure region

o ambient air
.----- - ..- .-.-.! !>.

1 a point on the blade or shoe eurface

a a point In the blade ehoe

0.95 r/R = 0.75

+ positive values of 1

negative values of 1

METHOD

An optimum design of a propeller-blade ehoe should pro-
vide equal protection to all points on the bladd-shoe taurfaae
at the design conditions and have the minimum permissible
total power input. The method of analysis presented herein-
after is general in eoope and can readily be applied In the
design of an optimum blade-shoe arrangement for any propeller
or rotor blade.

In this analyeie the blade shoe is considered to extend
radially from the propeller-blade root, Station (r/E)h. to

the mropoller-blade tip, station (r/R)t, and chordwise from

the blade leading edge, statio,n (s/o)u, to station (s/o)v

on both the upper and lower surfaoes of the forward portion
of the blade. (See fig. 1.) Heat is considered to be ap- c
plied to this portion of the blade while the after portion,
extending from station (s/o)v to the propeller trailing edge,

station (s/c)+, Is neither heated nor omered. The blade

shoe is considered to be comprised of an inner layer, ad~aoent
to the propeller-blade surface, cf an Insulating rubberlike
material of thickness tI overlaid with an electricall~ con-

ductive layer of similar material of thioknees tot. The

use of an additional thin layer of insulating material over
the oonduoting layer to inorease the resietanoe to abrasion
will not be considered in the analyels; however, the effect
of euoh a layer can be determined readily.

Ice protection may be aooompllshed by two different
prooessee: (1) lee oan be prevented from forming, and (2)

A —. .—
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ice oan be removed periodloally in thin layers. To provide
for Ioe prevention on propeller blades, it is neoessary to
supply sufficient heat to maintain the temperature of the

.. . -blade-shoe-surface above 32° ~ in any atmospheric oondition.
Protection by ice removal oan be effected by providing suffl-
oient heat to raise the blade-shoe surfaoe temperature above
32° F only after Ice has formed. It oan be seen that the
removal prooess involves thermal eoonomies by utilislng the
insulating properties of ice to reduoe the oonveotlon losses
and to obviate the need of supplying the hea-t of fusion and
the heat of evaporation.

The total power required for either ioe prevention or
ioe removal is dependent upon the atmospherlo oonditionss the .
propeller-operating conditions, and the propeller design, and
may be expressed as the summation of the heat required to
prevent or remove Ice formations on the propeller-blade-shoe
surface and the heat lost through the after or uncovered por-
tion of the propeller blade- The heat required to prevent or
remove ioe on the blade-shoe surface Qb s is the summation,

over the radial and chordwise extent of the blade-shoe sur-
face, of the values of unit heat (heat per unit area) re-
quired for the prevention or removal of ice at eaoh point on
the blade-shoe surface qbs~ Likewise the heat lost through

the after surface of the propeller blade Qas is the summa-

tion, over the radial and chordwise extent of the uncovered
portion of the propeller blade, of the values of unit heat
lost at eaoh point on the after portion of the blade qas~

The unit heat required to prevent or remove ice at each
point on the blade-shoe mrface qbs is dependent upon (1)

the surface heat-transfer coefficient, (2) the water oontent
of the air stream, (3) the ambient-air temperature, and (4)
the resultant veloeity and effective angle of attaqk of the
propeller-blade seation. The unit heat 10SS qae at eaoh

point on the after surface of the propeller blade is a funa-
tion of (1) the surfaoe heat-transfer oooffioient, (2) the
ambient-air temperature, (3) the thermal oonductlvities of
the propeller-blade and blade-shoe materials, and (4) the re-
sultant velocity and effective angle of attaok of the
propeller-blade section.

The method of analysis which follows IS th~refore oon-
oerned with the determination of these various faotors whioh
are neoessary to evaluate qb~ ‘d qae and thereby effeot

,
m —— —
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a solution for the total power required and for the optimum
hoat distribution for the speoifio application.

. .

Determination of the Surfaoe Heat-Transfer Ooefflc!ients

The sub~eot of heat transfer from airfoils has been
widely investigated and several approaches to the subjeet
have been developed. Sinae eaoh eeotion of a propeller blade
Is eesentlally an airfoil seotion, the method of determining
the surfaoe heat-tranafer ooefflcients of an airfoil seotion
has been utlllzed in the solution of the surface heat-trans-
fer coefficients of a propeller blade.

The surface heat-transfer coefficients of an air”foll . :
eeotion are dependent upon the. physioal oharaoteristlos of
the airfoil boundary layer, and therefore its determination
requires a knowledge of the looatlon along the airfoil sur-
faoe of the point of transition of the boundary layer from
lamlnar to turbulent flow as well as of the boundary-layer
thlokness along the airfoil surfaoe.

Propeller-llade seotion velocity distribution.- Since
the extent of the laminar boundary layer for a specifio air-
foil seotlon - or, as in this analysis, a epeoiflo propeller-
blade section - Is dependent upon seotlon velocity distribu-
tion, one of the first steps in the determination of the
propeller-blade surfaoe heat-transfer coefficients Is the
determination of the velocity distribution for the propeller-
blade sections under consideration. The velocity distribu-
tion for any propeller-blade ”eection is determined by the
lift coefficient and angle of attack at which that blade
seotion is Operating. The angle of attaok of each propeller-
blade section oan be written as the difference %etween the
blade angle and the helix angle at the blade station eonsld-
ered,

and the lift ooefficlents for each propellor-blado eeotion
oan bo determined by oorreating the seotion llft-coefficient
curves for the effeot of finite aspeot ratio. The effective
aspeot ratio for eaoh blade seotion can be obtained from the
following equation:

.

(?)

4 —
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which is developed In referenee 3, and in vhiah

Prom the effective aspeot ratio, the aorrect lift-curve
elopes oan be computed by the equation

a.a=

a. x 57.3
1+

mA

(3)

and the correct lift coefficients obtained by the relation

(4) “

If the lift coefficient and angle of attack are known, the
velocity distribution over each propeller-blade eeotion can
be determined by the method of either reference 4 or 5.

Lamlnar boundary layer .- The extent of the laminar
boundary layer ie a function of the blade-section velocity
distribution and the boundary-layer Reynolds number. For
the purpose of this report, the boundary layar will be con-
sidered laminar from stagnation to the laminar-reparation
point and then turbulent to the trailing adge. Tha method
of locating the lamina;-separation point is davalo ad from

Tthe theory by Ton K&rman and Hillikan (reference 6 .. B$
?xpress:ng tha relation of raferanca 6 In the nomenclature
of this report, tha following equation Is obtained:

V8

[ 1
+

~“ 1- p(x - 1) (5)

in which X 1s equal to es of reference 6 and in explic-
itly defined therein. The absoluto value of the ratio of
the slopes of the double-roof velocity profiles, which are
drawn to approximate the aotual valocity profllee, im p
and the curve for V*/VM as a function of p ie plotted In
figure 2.
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The heat transfer in a laminar boundary layer IB Bhown
in referenoe 7 as being dependent on the boundary-layer
Huseelt number and Ie a function of the boundary-layer thlok-

.-...Xleaa 8 and the thermal aonductivi-ty of air k. In the re-
lation

m
-F = lhl~ (6)

Mud Is a function of the shape of the boundary-layer

velocity profile and Prandtl number and has a value of 0.766
for the Elasius-type -boundary-layer veloalty profile for air.
lUxperiment has ehown that, over the forward portion of an
atrfotl where a favorable pressure gradient exisitm, the
Blaeiue-type boundary-layer velocity profile Ie oloeely ap-
proximated. At points on the 6urface of a body downstream
of the mlnlmum-pressure point, a laminar boundary layer ex-
hibits a tendenoy to separate. Since the velocity gradient
at the eurface decreaaee ae separation develops, the value
of Ihlb must diminish until at the separation point its
value i.a zero. It 10 conBldered that reducing h8 linearly

from the minimum-pressure point to the separation point will
satisfactorily approximate the actual case. Accordingly, In
the analyele of this report Nu ~ has been considered to have

a constant value of 0.765 from the stagnation-pressure region
to the minimum-prestaure point (maximum velocity) and then to
vary linearly to zero at the lamlnar separation point.

The laminar boundary-layer thickness at any point 81,

a8 used In reference 7, is

5.3ca El/c
8a”—

)% (m

given by the equation

[1 ()]jsll+)eo”d :.
0

(7)

VI 0.17

()

81
—

~ c

whioh can be changed to the form

Iii --—— —-.
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to simpllfy the oomputatlons, Equation (8) Is theoretically
applicable only to Blasiue-type boundary-layer profilee

~~~~~a~ion ‘0 minimum-pressure point), but, as noted in ref~
experiment has shown that little error is caueed

by its u~e to the laminar-separation point.

With the above method the solution for the boundary-
layer thickness at the stagnation region becomee indetermi-
nate; therefore, another method must be used to determine
the heat-transfer ooeffiolent in this region. The expression

(9)

also from reference 7, gives a eatiefaotory value for the
boundary-layer thlckn~ee an this region based on the 100al
radiuO of curvaturo F, whloh is not necessarily the lead-
ing-edge radiue.

Turbulent boundary layer .- The values of the heat-
traasfer ooefficiente for the turbulent boundary layer may
be obtained by the method of reference 8. The mzrface heat-
tranefer coefficient h 5E defined in referenoe 8 by the
equation

h = 0.76 k
~

(lo)

and the value of 8T, the function of the turbulent boundary-

layer thickness, is given by the equation

(11)

in which ~ ie a turbulent boundary-layer parameter. The
value of ~ at any point on the airfoil eurfaoe downstream
from the laminar-eepabatlon point Is obtained by a etep-by-
step solution of the equation

d~ + 6.13 dV—— =:f[cl
z v dx

(12)
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from the point of laminar separation. The value of t
laminar separation Is obtained from

..- — .. -..

[

0.289 8
~ = 2.557 10ge 4.057 v~ v 1

Equation (12) has been rewritten in the form

for ease of computation. The values

‘?-(3 ‘(’)I

12

at

(13)

(14)

of f(~) ae related to
~ are plotted In figure 3. ~ simplified method of applying
the turbulent boundary-layer equations to obtain the value
of 8T at any point direotly iE premented in reference 9.

Heat Required for Iee Prevention

When the surface of a blade shoe covering the leading-
edge portion of a propeller blade Is heated to 32° 1’ by
applying power to the electrio conducting layer, there will
be some heat lose through the Insulating layer and blade
material to the air stream over the uncovered aft portion of
the blade. The total power required to protect the propeller
blade will then ho that required to maintain a 32° F blade-
shoe surface temperature plus the heat lost through the aft
portion of the blade surfaoe.

Heat reciuired to maintain the blade-shoe surface at
320 r.- The heat neceeeary to maintain the blade surface at
320 ~ in icing oondltions ie a function of the eurface heat-
tranefer coefficient h, ambient-air temperature To, tem-

perature rice due to aerodynamic heating !l?A, weight of

water in eaoh unit volume of alr W, and the resultant veloo-
Ity of each element of the propeller blade VR.

The unit heat required is given by the relation

W @ (3600) (15)# qb e = h(32-To-TA) + W VR Op (32-TO)(3600) - —
2Jg

in which the first term ie the heat transferred to the alr
flowing over the blade, if the blade is maintained at 32° F,
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and the values of h are those that were determined in the
previoue eection. The temperature difference between the
blade eurfaoe and the ambient-air stream will be decreaned
by She anount of the temperature rice TA caueed by air

flowing over the blade or being stopped in the stagnation
region. The eeoond term of equation (15) ie the heat re-
quired to raiee the temperature of all the water that etrikee
the blade to 32° E’. The third teru Is the heat equivalent of
the kinetic energy of the water tatrfking the blade. The value
of 3600, by whioh the eocond and third factore In equation
(15) are multiplied, ie to obtain dimenelonal conelstonoy eo
that tho unite of qb~ are Btu per hour, square foot.

Studies have been made to find the relation between the
path and size of water drops as they approach and contact an
object In an air stream, and it has been found that as the
air-stream veloalty and water-drop sise Incroane, the path
defloctlon decreases. Since tho resultant velocities of the
propeller-blade sections are relatively high and sinoe large
water-dro~ sizes are asgoclated with eevere Icing conditions,
this analysts assumea the deflection of the water drops to
be nogllgible. The we%ght rate of water striking the blade
at any point, or the Iclnq rate, thereforo, is a function of
the slope of the surfacs relative to the water-drop path at
that point. Tho rate of ic~ng at any point on the blade can
be expressed as a function of the icing rate at the stagna-
tion region. This function Is proportional to the slope of
the blade-section surfaco and is termed “Ri2’ Tho values of

Ri are measured from the section layouts as shown in figure

1. For sections with flat lower surfaces, Ri for points

on the lower surface is taken to be the sine of the angle of
attack measured fh’om the angle of zero lift. For the upper
surface, the error due to measuring tLe slopes from the chord
line rather than the relative wind is mmall and conservative
and tends to allow for small changee in a. Each term in
equation (15) that expresses the effect of water oontent must
therefore contain the factor Ri to correat for the slope of

the blade-seotion surface.

The temperature rise at the stagnation point on a
propeller-blade section is due to the preesure rise at that
point and is .

VR a
‘Astag

n—
2Jgcpa

(16)

d. ,.-.,
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as noted In referenoe 10. For any point other than the stag-
nation point, tho temperature rise will be taken to he 0.8
of that at stagnation proeeuro, or

>. ,,!. .- ... .

TA = 0.8 ‘Aetag (17)

The 0.8 factor includes the effeate of the lamlnar and tur-
bulent boundary layers and oompreesibility, as defined in
reference 8, and was approximated from the data of reference
11.

Mquatlon (15), with the effects of aerodynamic heating
and blade-surfaoe slope Included, beoomee at the stagnat30n-
pres~ure region

[

v~a
(qb~)~tag = h~tag 32 - To - —

2Jgopa 1

[
v~ 3

+ w Op VR(32 - To) - — 1(3600)2Jg

(18)

and at any other point on the blade ehoci

‘be r=h 32-To-
L :::’1+‘~w[Cp‘R(32-‘0)-51(’600

(19)

The total heat required at the blade-shoe surface to
prevent Ioe is obtained by the following integration which
can best be performed graphically,

(r/R)t Sv

r [1

Elv

‘be = BR (qbH)U ds +
f

(qb~)L ds

1

0
+ (20)

ir/R)h 13u au

where (r/R)hs (r/R)t, Su, and 13v are the conducting-layer

limite of the radial and ohordwlee extent of the blade shoe...

Heat 10S4 .- In order to provide suffiolent heat to main-
tain the blade-shoe eurfaoe at the denign temperature, an ex-
cess of heat must be supplied to the blade shoe. This excees

I.A —-— ___ _____ -— .— —— .— - .—___ .
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of heat represent the heat loet to the atmosphere through
the thermal olroult comprieed of the Blade-ehoe insulating
layer, the blade material, and the Ikade-eection boundary

. . . layer. At any point on the after surface of the propeller
blade, the heat loee per unit area qa e will be a function

of the over-all thermal conductivity of the heat-loam cirouit
(k/t), the temperature at the point of maximum thermal poten-
tial Ta, the ambient-air temperature To, and the tempera-

ture rise due to aerodynamlo heating TA s and may be ex-
pressed am

q as =$( T=- TO-TA) (21)

The location of the point of maximum thermal potential
an the conducting layer of the blade shoe and the temperature
at that point Ta will be determined by the relative magni-
tude of tho heat transmitted to the blade-ehoo surface and
the heat lost to the blade. .Since T= iE the maximum tem-

perature whloh exists in the blade-shoe conducting layer, a
decreasing temperature gradient will occur between the loaa-
tion of thie point of maximum temperature T= and the sur-

face of the Insulating layer. The distance through which
this decreasing temperature gradient exists an the oonduot-
Ing layer can be considered as an increase In the thickness
of the Insulating layer. This effective increase in the
Insulating-1ayer thickness will be termed Atl and Is illus-

trated in figure 1. By assuming the temperature gradients
from the point of maximum thermal potential to the blade-shoe
eurfaoe and to the eurface of the ~neulatlng
creaee linearly with distance, the value of
expressed as

At~ = toz ( Qas

Q + ~be
)

a~

layer to de-
bt~ can be

(22)

The value of T= can then be determined with sufficient

aecuraoy by the equation

(23)

\
where

()
‘b S a~ is the average value of the unit heat re-

quired at the blade-ehoe surface at the particular blade “

. .
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station as determined from the surfaoe heating requirements.

The over-all thermal oondnctivity of the heat-loss
“oirouit .(k/t) can now be defined.as a funotion of its com-
ponent thermal resistances, the insulating-layer reeietanod
(tI + At I)/kI, the blade-material reraietanoe b/~ (where

b is the chordwlse dietanoe through the blade material
which the heat Is oonaidered to travel), and the boundary-
layer roei9tanae l/h, or

k

[

tl+Atl b 1
= f. # 1

—-
t kx kb’ h

(24)

The determination of the thermal lose through a blade
element of unit width (fig. l(a)) oan be eimpllfied by assum-
ing certain conservative changes in the heat-lees circuit.
The blade-shoe area and the argb of the after surface of the
blade wI1l be considered to be twice their projected Ersas
or ‘bs and Sas, respectively, wh”ile Sb is the projected
blade area. The blade-element radial croue-eection area Sce
la the area of the blade material at an~ point s~ through

which the heat loss is considered to be conduoted and is also
shown in figure l(a). R’or the purpose of the calculations,
the value of Scs oan be used more easily by assuming the

blade-element material to be a wedge with the base height
equal to the maximum blade section thickness tmax at the

blade station, the base width equal to unity, and the length
equal to the ohordwise distance from the traillng edge of
the conducting layer to the blade trailing edgez as illus-
trated in figure l(b). The blade material under the blade
shoe ie negleoted In thie heat-loee approximation. The re-
~ult of these assumptions is an equivalent thermal-loss
cirouit for eaoh point S1 on the after mzrface. As shown

In figure l(o), the heat loss travels from .the point of
maximum temperature Ta through the effeotive increase in

the insulating-layer thickness AtI and then through the

ineulatlng-layer thickness t~ to the blade material. Sinoe
the material beneath the blade shoe has been neglected, the
circuit Is represented by considering the blade-shoe layere
to be applled to the forward face of the block of blade ma-
terial of length b, unit width, and thiekneee tos as

given by the wedge approximation for any point St. Aft er

the heat has ‘been conducted through thp block of blade “
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material, it is lost to the ~mblenb-a-i~ -etream by foroed
conmotion through the boundary layer. The assumed equlva- “
lent heat-loss oireuit is oompbt~ if the air stream 10 con-

,1- m$der.sd.to flow over ~the opp-eslte end of:the bloo~ from that .
whloh 16 oonsldered oovered by the blade-shoe layer~. The
oomplete equivalent heat-loss eSrouit as desorlbed is “shown
in figure l(e).

If the unit heat distribution was oonstant over the
blade-shoe surfacie,tha total heat would be given by tihe
equation. .

whede the units of the term”eare the “reolprooal of Btu per
hour, degrees B’ahrenhelt. The purpose of this step lo to
express the three factors of the thermal resistance in their
proper relation a8 determined by the different heat-transfer
areaB for eaoh term. In order that the thermal conductivity
k/t can be used for the case of nonuniform heat distribu-
tion, or in the expression for qa~ (equation (21)), the
foregoing equation Ie rearranged as follows:

k/t = 1 (26)

therefore, for any point on the blade after surface the unit
heat loaa oan be determined by the equation

The total heat 10BS Qae is obtatned by integrating
the values of qa fl over the upper and lower eurfaoe of tha
propeller blade as follows: . .

—. —— .. —.
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(r/R)t X*

.f[f

‘W
Qam = Bn (qaJu ax +1

1

tlx d(r/E) (68)(qaS)L -

- (r/R)~ % “ - xv-’-

It has been ehown that the evaluation of equation (27)
depends on two unknowns At~ and Ta which are related.

Since At~ depende on the relative magnitudes of the heat .

108E Qam and the heat eupplied to the blade ehoe Qbe, an
initial assumption of bt~ must be made and cheoked by solv-

ing for Qa~ and the reenlting value of Atz used In a

seoond solution for Q*B until the valuew of AtI~ Qaet and

Qt)m are In reasonable agreement.

Heat Required for Ioe Removal

When the quantity of heat supplied to a propeller blade
iB reduced below the quantity necemear? for ice prevention
and ioe is allowed to form on the propeller blades, the lee
will be thrown off after reaohlng a certain thicknees, whloh
is a funotion of the power Input and power distribution.
The insulating quality of the ice allows the blade-shoe sur-
face temperature to riBe above 32° Y and a water interface
to form between the Ice and the shoe. The reduotion of the
adhesion combined with the centrifugal force on the lee due
to its fiaea will result in ice removal.

The prooeoe of ice removal can be made to oacur at dtf-
ferent points and at different Intervals, depending on the
heat distribution and tho 100al rates of Icing and heat
,transfer. The ice thickness at a point on a blade station
can be expreseed as a function of the maximum Ice th~ckness,
whioh ooours in the stagnation regions and the rate-of-ioing
ratio 11~

(29)

If ioe is assumed to aceumulato on t-heblade shoe In a
smooth continuous layer with no freo edges and with the

. thickness distribution as given by equation (29), the unit
.hea-tr.equir.ed for ice, r.emoval.will. bo.given by the..equatlon,,,.l!-

d. .__. _ .—-—.... .
.— —
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.,

TZ. TO-TA w VR3Ri
~~~ “

[1

(3600)
t~ 1 - aJg

..,..>.- . .-... . -—, ,
~- ‘K-

(30)

The foregoing equq.tlon %m a~alogoue to equation (15) except
that the effeot of the Sse layer hae been included in the

[dty 1
thermal resistance and that the eeoond term of

equation (16), the heat s?bqu~rad to increase the temperature
of the air-stream water oo.ntentto above 32° F~ has been
omitted. In equation (SO) TI vIII have a value of 32° ~
only for the oonditton in which a continuous ice layer exlete.
The eecond term of equatfon (30) is the kinetic heating due
to the water drope striking the blade and it can be neglected
beoause ite omission introduoee a emall and conservative er-
ror. If the ‘term is neglected,, the heat required aa indi-
oated by

‘b’=“ii’+iiAo (31)

wiil not be ‘a function of the water content of the air stream.

In natural icing conditions ice doee not form in contin-
uous layers but rather in patches, ridgee, or particles. At
the edge of a dlsoontlnuous ioe layer, there will be a heat
lcse from the iced to tho unieed portion of the blade ehoe
with a temperature gradlont along the shoe eurface normal to
the edge of the ioe. (See fig. 4.) If a eemi-lnflnite ioe
layer “ie assumed to extend from a point on the blade-ehoe
surfaoe at which the surface temperature 1s Tlo, the eur-

face temperature Tl at any point beneath the tce layer at

a di~tanae 1 from the looation of Tlo as a function of

the eurfaoe temperature at t equals infinity T is

Tz

[

= ~ - (1 +To/Tk)(l -$*)

q 1+*”
.

]~(k.:t=):*~] (3,)

where
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* = L,:’ht,,l*

20

(33)

which is developed in the appendix and Illustrated in figure
4. The I.oe-thioknese parameter ~ expresses the nondimen-
sional relation between the ice thickneBs t~ and thermal

conductivity ki a“nd the 100al heat-transfer coefficient h. .

If a certain Bize ice particle in aosumod to have a nogl5”gi-
blo effeot on the propeller performance, the value of V aan
be determined at any point by usin

Y
the iee thickness and

local value of h in eqrmtion (33 , the value of the thermal
conductivity of tce h

1
being a constant. The unit heat re-

quired qb S at any po nt at which ~ Is known can be deter-
mined by the equation

qbs = (Ti - To - TA) I@ (34)

where T1 is, in this case only, the blade-shoe surface

tern erature at the center of the smallest surface dimension
(215 of the ice particle when th~ edge is at 32° l’. The
use of a unidimensional analysis for a two-dimensional prob-
lem is not considered to involve an appreciable error with
the size ice particles and values of h normally encountered.
The heat required at the blade-sh”oe surfaco is obtainod by
integrating the values of qb S obtained by equation (34) as

shown by equation (20), and the heat lose is determined in
the same manner as was developed in the ice-prevention sec-
tion of this report.

A study of equations (32) and (33) indicates that when
$ = 1 the ice-particle thickness and surface-temperature
gradient are both zero. This indicates that when a water
drop strikes the blade shoe, it is immediately thrown off as
an ioe flake. It is reasoned that there will be some mini-
mum heat requirement for propoller ice removal which will
depend on the effeot of an ice layer or ice particles on the
propeller efficiency and it is possible that the optimum “
aerodynamic and thermal blade-shoe design will be for the
condition of $ = 1.

“,, . ,,
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APPLI CA!I!10N

.,, ---- --
It is apparent that in the application of the foregoing

method to a specifio propeller blade-shoe deeign, the estima-
tion of the effeatlve angle of attack and resultant veloalty
at each propeller-blade element is sub~eot to an error due
to body interference w.hieh will he reflected in the oaloula-
tlon of the heat-transfer cooffioients. In addition, it is
questionable whether it is judicious to design a propeller
blade shoe for a single propeller-operating oondition whloh
fixes the blade angle and V/nD. With the foregoing in mind
it is euggested that, in a specific design, the method pre-
taented herein be repeated over a sufficient range of blade
angles and values of V/nD to ineure evaluation of the max-
imum heat-distribution req.ulrements. In this manner a fam-
ily of chordwise heat-distribution curves for each propeller-
blade element is obtained over a safe propeller-operating
range, from which family envelope curves can be drawn for
all elements to establish the required heat distribution over
the entire blade shoe.

In order to illustrate the method developed in this re-
port, sample computations are presented hereinafter on the
design of a blade shoe for a Hamilton Standard propeller
blade No. 6477A-O. The computations presented are for one
propeller-operating condition only and no allowance has been
made for body interference. In an actual design, repetition
of the method over a seloctod range of blade angles and val-
ues of V/nD, as indicated .Ln tho preceding discussion,
would be desirable. The Hamilton Standard blade Ho. 6477A-O
has been seleoted for the following analysis since this blade
was used in the B-171’ airplane propellers which were equipped
with blade shoes, tested, and reported by the HACA in refer-
ence 2. The following flight conditions, for long-range
cruising, will be used in the analysis:

Ambient-air temperature, ‘I’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Pressure altitude, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000
Indicated airspeed, mph” . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . 155
Propeller speed, rpm . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . 1012

(~or these computations P ie assu;ed to be at the
Vo/nD for maximum propeller efficiency. )

. ..
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These are’ taken to be the critical ”conditions for pro-
peller Ice protection because the propeller-blade elements
are.~oar the..maximum practical angle of attack. It iO rea-
soned that the high angle-of-attack condition will result
in the maximum heat requirement at the %lade-shoe surfaco
because of tho decreased extent of the laminar boundary lay-
er on the forward face of the blade.

The area covered by the blade shoe Is aesumed to extend
chordwise to the 20-percent-chord point on b-oth surfaces and
from the blade shank at the hub r/R = 0.145 to the station
at which the tip radius begins r/R = 0.942, where R=69
inches. The 20-percent chordwlse coverage was satisfactory
In the tests reported in reference 2, as was the radial
blado-shoo length which extended to r/R = 0.942. Actually
the radial extent of the blade shoe would be determined by
the amount of aerodynamic heating experienced by outer ele-
ments of the blade.

The computations follow the same sequence of steps as
presented in the section Method.

Determination of the Surface Heat-Transfer Coefficients

The chordwlse heat-transfer coefficients were detorminod
at five blade stations (measured in inches from the center of
rotation): 21.5, 25.5, 31.5, 42, and 63.5, which correspond
to thickness ratios of 0.18, 0.15, 0.12, 0.09, and 0.06.
The four outer-blade stations for the 6477A-O blade wero
RAT-6 airfoil sections, while the inner section was similar
to a modified Clark Y airfoil section.

Propeller-blad e seotlon velocity distribution.- The
geometric angle of attack a was obtained by calculation of
the hellx angle Q and Vo/nD from the flight conditl.one.

The values of tl~ and @M were obtained from figure 10,

reference 12. The blade angle e was ohtainod from the
blade data sheet 157 of reference 12. The geometric blade
angle B at 0.75R is given by the approximate relation

PO*75 .= 00.76 + eM - %4 (35)

By knowing the value of Po.?s. the relation of @ to
r/R was obtained by

a .... —-—. ,.. ,...... ,....., . .. . . . -- .- —
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P = e + (flom.,”=- 90076) (36)

.,-
and m by equation (l). The values of iz, B, 0, and 6
are plotted in figure 5.

The oorreetions for aspect ratio were made by equations
(2) and (3). The angle of zero lift and slope of the ~ec-
tion lift curves were obtained from reference 13, and the
seotion lift coefficient for each station was computed using
equation (4).

The velocity distribution for the 18-percent-thick sec-
tion was obtained by the use of the method presented In ref- .
erence 5, An I?ACA 0015 airfoil was uraed as the reference
profile because tho leading-edge radius was similar to that
of the modified section. The velocity distribution over the
HACA 0015 airfoil is well defined by sxperimont. The values

‘f ‘r/% woro obtained as Indlcatod in reforonco 5 by

Vr
~. (1 - Pr)* (37)

where Pr Is the Pf of reference 14. The velocity distri-

butions were obtalnod by adding to this velocity ‘r/vR s the

change in velocity AV/VR due to the difference in shape

between the reference profile and the 18-percent-thick sec-
tion

.

then

vu Vf P/4

~ ‘~ ‘m

VL Vf P/4

VR— = ~ - vf/vR
1“

(38)

(39)

where P Is the pressure corresponding to the normal force
at a chord point given by the equation

44 — —
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(40)

--- . .-
ae deftned in reference 5. The velocity dletribution over
the 12-percent-thick RAF-6 blade section was obtained by the
method of reference 4 and was modlfled for the various val-
ues of thickness and camber to give tho velocity dietribu-
tione for the remainder of the RAF-6 blade eectione. Veloc-
ity diftrubutlons for the five blade Btationn are plotted In
figures 6 to 10.

Boundary -layer heat transfer.- The chordwlee position
of the lamlnar-separation point was determined by approximat-
ing the actual velocity distribution by a double-roof profile
and finding ‘e/vM from figure 2. The approximate double-
roof velocity profiles are shown aO daehed lines for the
upper and lower surfaces on the velocity-distribution curves
in figures 6 to 10. The double-roof profllee are drawn so
as to give approximately the same lift (area beneath the
curve) up to tho laminar=-separation point as the voloclty-
dlstribution curves. Considerable jadgment must tIeutaed in
the drawing of the profiles in order to obtain reasonable
reeults. Theory indicatee that, for the velocity distribu-
tion shown In figure 10, laminar separation will not occur
on the lower surface of the propeller-blade element. Exper-
ience, however, Indicates that laminar separation is likely
to occur and, since the assumption that separation does ocbur
is conservative, the lamlnar-separation point shown for the
lower surface In figure 10 has been used in this analysis.

The values of boundary-layer thickness and heat-trane-
fer coefficlente were computed by equations (6) to (14) and
are plotted in figures 6 to 10 with the corresponding veloc-
ity distributlone. Because of the changes in lift coeffi-
cient of the blade sections as the blade angle is changed,
the location at which the heat transfer (due to forced con-
vection) approaches sero wI1l move fore and aft from the
design position. In order to protest the region of the
blade at which low values of h occur at other than design
cl# the curves of h ae related to x/c were faired as

shown In figure 11 and the falred values were used in suc-
ceeding computations.

—. — — —.—
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Heat Required for Ice Prevention

Heat reatied to maintain the blade- phoe surface at
32° I’.- Equatlons (18) and (19) were used to determine the
unit power input to the blade shoes. The water content of
the air stream was taken to be 1.84 grams per cubic meter,
tho maximum water content measured in clouds by Kohler, as
described in reference 15.

When the various faotors in equations (18) and (19) are
fixed by the design condition, the equations become

()‘bB etag
=h mtag [32 - 0.833 X 10-4 VR*]

+ 13.l”VR - 8.18 x 10-6 VR3

and

qb e = h[32 - 0.667 X 10--4 VRa]

+ RI [13.1 VR - 8.18 X 10
-e VR31

(41)

. .

(42)

The heat per unit area reqlllred to provide ice protec-
tion on the surface of the blade shoe qb m can then be eval-
uated by substituting in equations (41) and (42) the proper
values of h (fr~m fig. 11), Ri, and VR for the respective
point on the blade-shoe surface under consideration. The
total heat required at the blade-shoe surface to provide Ice
protection Is obtained by integrating equation (20) over tho
blade-shoe area, from r/R = 0.145 to r/R = 0.942
8

and from
at x/c = o to X/c = 0.2. Yor the three propeller blades,

o.s4a x/a =0.%

‘b S
= 3R

f [r
(qb&J da

0,245 b

x/o =o. a

+
f

1

()
(qb~)~ ds d ;

.
0

(43) ‘
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The heat required at the blade-shoe eurfaoe to provide
Ioe protection was obtained by performing the Integration of
equation (43) by graphical means. The power required to pre-
veht ice formations on a Hamilton Standard propeller with
three Ho. 6477A-O blades expressed In eleotrlcal units is
3967 watts at the design conditions with the losses through
the after portion of the blades neglected. The results of
tho computations of the unit power distribution are given in
figure 12.

Heat loss.- The heat loss from the aft portion of the
blade Is assumed to ooour over the rear 80~percent chord,
and from the blade root r/R = 0.145 to the tip region r/R =
0.942. With these limits, equation (28) becomes

o.gda

Jr

1.0

Qas = 3R (qas)u dx
.

oe14s “ o.a

1.0

+J’ 10ka~)L - d ;

o.a

(44)

The thickness of the outer layer of the blade shoe for this
analysis is 0.020 inch or 0.00167 foot, while the inner
layer tI is 0.040 inoh or 0.0033 foot thick. At any blade
station, the values of ‘b~/sb and Sa#b are taken to be

0.4 and 1.6, respectively (fig. 1); also, from the wedge
blade element

‘cS/% = (:)max[1-1925 (:)] “ (45)

where b is measured fron the base of the wedge and (*/c&ax
is the maximum thickness of the blade section. Therefore,
equation (27) beoomes

(Ta - To - TA)
[

0.0133 + ~AtI
= qas

kl

+
1

__Am___+;
k#/c)max[l - 1.25 b/c]

(46)

1“
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and when

kI = 0.08 Btu/hr, fta, ‘r/ft

and

kh = 117 Btu/hr, fta, OE/ft

then, inserting the foregoing values of thermal oonductlvlty
and rearranging the terms, equation (46) beoomes

Ta - To - TA
qao = .(47)

[
0.167 + 50AtI + ~+1

(t/c)ma=[l - 1.25 (b/c)] h 1

By successive approximations, values Of At I, Qas, and

~b * which are in reasonable agreement can be found. and the

heat loan through the after portion of the propeller can he
evaluated by integrating equation (44). A graphical inte-
gration of this equation Indioates a total heat 10SS for the
entire propeller of 1109 watts.

The total power required to prevent ice formations ‘on a
propeller with three 6477A-O blades with the distribution
shown in figure 12 is 3957 + 1109 = 5066 watts.

The calculated power, 5066 watts, de greater than the
power used during the flight tests in natural Icing condi-
tions reported in referenoe 2 and is greater than tho avail-
able power from generators which are now under development
for propeller Ice prevention. Although the prooess of Ice
prevention is probably the ultimate objective In the develop-
ment of protection for propellers, the prooess of ice removal
as indicated by the results of reference 2 appears to be a
practioal solution more suitable for Immediato application.

Heat Required for Ice Removal

The heat required for Ioe removal will depend on the
maximum size of ice particle that Is allowed to form on the
propeller blade. Equation (32), when To = 0° F and the.

factor C1/koOozJ
*

is evaluated for the particular blade-

ehoe design, beoomes

,
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(48)

and slnoe the heat required to remove an ioe partlole will
be a function of the temperature gradient at its edge, the
valuee of %/T~ for the sub~eot propeller and blade shoe

i
were compu ed and plotted In figure 13 for various ~alues of

** and h 1.

In order to olarify the effeot of the surface tempera-
ture, an ice partlcile 0.3 inoh in diameter and of variable
thickness was assumed to be attaohed to various points on
the blade shoe. The change in air flow over the blade due
to the ioe particle is assumed to havs a negligible effoot
on tho heat transfer. Tho heat required was based on Tzm

for the various values of **•

The curves of figure 14 were computed to show the heat
required to remove the assumed ice particle as a funotion of
thickness and heat-transfer coefficient. In ordor to obtain
the oorrect value for the unit powor at an ambient-air tem-
perature of 0° Y, at any point on the blade, the unit power
from figure 14 must be corrected by a function of the aero-
dynamic heating as shown by the equation

‘qbs)correct = ‘qbs)fig. 14 - TAwah (49)

With any ice particle of smaller diameter than that as-
sumed, more heat or a greater thickness of ice would be re-
quired for its removal. Observations during icing flights
hage shown that in icing conditions at low temperatures
(O to 10° ~), ice forms in a very narrow ridge, sometimes
as narrow as 1/4 inch, along the blade leading edge, This
condition has been substantiated by other observere (refer-
enoe 1)0 The Ice which forms at these low temperatures Ie
particularly hard and tenacious. In view of tho occurrence
of such iolng conditions, the use of less heat than that re-
quired to maintain the blade-shoe surface at 32° F (~ = 1)
in dry air, seems to be inadvisable.

The distribution of the unit power to obtain ioe pro-
tection by removal at all points on the blade-shoe surface
simultaneously, based on figure 14 at v = 1, Is plotted In
figuro 15. Figure 16 showe the required unit heat distri-
bution on the developed blade-shoe surface.

.

a“ “ - -—.— ——
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Graphical Integration of the unit heat required over the
blade-shoe area gives a value of 1750 w~t$m required to effect
Ico removal at *=1. The heat 10SS through the after por-
tion Of the blade was corn uted through the use of equations

7(22), (23), (43), and (44 and was found to be 640 watts. The
total power required for Ice protection by the removal prooess
at * = 1 is therefore 2390 watts.

DISCUSSION

Benefits Obtained from the Optimpm Heat Distribution

In view of the relative simplicity of aonstruotlon Of a
propeller-blade shoe with a stepped type of heat distribution,
such as was used in the tests reported in reference 20 when
compared with a blade shoe having an optimum heat distribu-
tion as shown in figure 16, it IS important that the blade-
ehoe designer realize the benefits which may be expected by
utilizing a blade shoe having an optircum heat distribution-
TO indicate the advantages of an optimum heat distribution,
the method of anrilyeis developed in this report hae been
employed to c$ompare the amount of power requlrod by the two
types of distribution to provido the samo dogroo of 100 pro-
tootion and to determine tho thloknoss of ioo which would be
Imilt.up upon a blade shoe with a stepped heat distribution
utilizing a power input equal to that required for complete
ice removal on a blade shoe with an optimum heat distribu-
tion. In this comparison the optimum heat distribution
shown In figure 16 has been oompared with a stepped heat
distribution in whiah the distribution over the leading-edge
third of the blade shoe is double that over tho remaining
area. The chordwise heat distribution for the blade shoo
with tho etoppod distribution has boon considorod oonstant
over the radial extent of the blade ehoe and has been based
upon the point of maximum heat requirement for the blade-
ehoe surfaoe. The chordwise dietributlon for eaoh type Of
heat distribution Is shown In figure 17 at the cjritioal pro-
peller station.

The calculated total heat required for the. distribution
ehown in figure 16 at To = Oo ~ and $ = ~ Ie 2390 watts,

while the calculated power required for the etepped dlstrlbu-
tion, based on tho point of maximuln heat requirement on the
blade-shoe. eurfaoe (station 42 stagnation region) at the
same uonditione, Ie approximately 4800 watts. To enable a “
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comparison with the experimental results, the heat required
by the optimum dlstributiou and the stepped distribution were
computed for the test conditions, These conditions were com-
parable to those listed under the seotion of this report des-
ignated Application, except for the ambient-air temperature
which was 10° F instead of 0° B’. The computations indicate
that 1640 watts are required by the optimum distribution and
approximately 3300 watts by the stepped distribution (both
at $= 1). The use of an optimum heat distribution rather
than the stepped distribution should, therefore, reduce the
total heat required by approximately one-half for the same.
degree of protection against ioo formation. Lacking more ex-
tensivo exporlmental confirmation, tho absolute magnitude of
the foregoing power requirements are subject to some doubt;
however, their relatlve magnitude should be reliable.

If the stepped heat distribution is used, but with a .
power input of 2390 watts at tho flight conditions listed,
ice Will accumulate until its thickness supplies suffioicmlt
insulation for the remoral proooss to take place. Applica-
tion of the foregoing method to compute this thlokness indi-
cates that an ioe oap 3.42 Inches high by 0.3 inch wide
(width assumed, based on observations) would form before
being removed by melting at the base. Obviously, such an
Ice structure would be unstable and break, leaving the lead-
ing edge with a rough, broken Ioe cap and, thue, the blade
shoe would fail In its function of Ice removal.

Comparison with Experiment

The foregoing deductions must be qualified and consid-
eration muot be given to the laok of experimental verifioa-
tlon of the proposed method. Such experimental verifica-
tion is particularly noedod b~oauso of tho assumptions which
were necessary in the development of the computation proce-
dure. The reeults of reference 2 are the only experimental
data that can be compared with the analytical. roeults.
These tests indioated that satisfactory ice-removal charao-
teristlos would be obtainod with 2100 watts applied to tho
stepped distribution of the blade shoes tostod (W not known)~
while the computatlone indi~ate that approximately 3300 watts
will be required with the same dlstrihution at similar oon-
dltlons (w = 1). In view of this lack of agreement, a orit-
ical view of the assumptions upon whioh the method is based
Is in ordor.

Ji
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As the method was appliea, two assumptions appear to be
conservative, In the first place, body Interference was neg-
leoted, whioh eliminates from consideration the blooklng of
the air and tho resultant roduood volooity ovor tho region of
tho propollor C1OSO to tho shank. Data aro awailablo whiah
indicate that, on an air-oooled naoelle-propeller combination
of the same general dimensions as that on the B-17Y airplanes
the axial velocity is approximately freo stream from the tip
to the 005 r/R station and then deoreases llnoarly to ap-
proximately one-half free-stream veloolty at the 0.2 r/E
statiOn. A reduotion in the oomputed heat requirements for
the Inner-blade sections would obviously occur if allowanoe
were made for the reduoed veloolty~

A seoondary result of the reduced axial velooity will
be an Increased effeotive blade angle over the Inner stations.
The magnitude or direotlon of the deviation requiting from
this difference is diffioult to predict, but thoso blade sec-
tions will carry a higher lift coefficient than that assumed.
By referonoe to figures 6, 7, and 8, it can be reasoned that
this will cause an increased peak velocity on the upper sur-
faoe, thus decreasing the extent of laminar flow, but will
have a compeneatlng effeot on tho lowor s~rfaee whore the
peak will tend to be lowered. Whioh of these changes will
predominate could only be determined by a detailed calcula-
tion.

A second conservative assumption is the neglect of cen-
trifugal-force effecte. This was justified originally on
the basis of the possibility of a reasonably uniform glaze-
Ice layer formed from the maximum possible water content of
the air t3tream at an ambient-air temperature of 0° I’. Under
these conditions, the adhesion of Ioe to the blade-shoe mate-
rial is greater than the strength of the Ioe itself. That
this assumption may be unduly rigorous oan be deduced from
the result of referenoe 2, whioh indicated tho possibility
that no heat at all might bo nocoeeary to de-ice the outer
portion of the blade. Whether this Is due to aerodynnmto
heating or centrifugal-force effeote is difficult to deter-
mine, However, the basis for the oomputatione of the aero-
dynamic heating is reasonably sound, while tho possibility
definitely exists that an ice formation more porous than the
glaze ice aseumed would adhere less strongly and, therefore, .
be thrown off by centrifugal foroe; also, the porosity of
this ioo layer should have a marked effeot on its thermal “
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resistance. No answer to these possibilities can be proposed
without further study.

SeveTal unoonservative assumptions were made in the anal-
ysis which would tend to cancel the error aaused by the ne-
glect of body Interference and oentrlfugal force. The more
important of these is the assumption that transition will
ooour by the prooess of separation In the adveree proseure
gradient. Actually if any .ioe forme around the leadiu~ edge,
it “is likely to oauee 100al peak pressures or, through rough-
nes~, promote earlier transitions. Thus, instead of the
fairly exteneive lamlnar flow over the upper surfaos, turbu-
lent flow might be present. Slnoe the acouracy of the method
is largely dependent on the computed Iooation of boundnry-
layer transition, thie would have an important Influenoe .
tending to make the method unconservative. For Ioe accumula-
tions occurring with Ico removal at ~ of less than 1“, the
aotual formation of loe layers and ice flecks will vary
widely over the blade and will tend to increase turbulence
further and to effeot the rato of heat transfer.

The effecte of humidity., evaporation, and degree of
supercooling of the water drops have also been neglected;

however, theso effects are considered to be sufficiently
small as to be compensated by other conservative assumptions.

Recommendations

The quantity of power required for ioe prevention (5056
watts) appeare to be prohibitive at tho preeent stage of de-
velopment 3ecause of the weight of the hub generator that
would be re@red, the advantage of the lighter weight of
the thermal-electrio syetem in comparison with other methods
would be lost- The most expedient present solution appears
to be a design for ice removal at ~ equal to 1. If advan-
tage is taken of the reduction in heat requirements made pos-
eible by use of an optimum heat distribution, and if the
thioknees of the conducting layer is kept to a minimum to
reduce the heat lost through the after surfaoe of the blade,
a blade shoe whloh will provide satisfactory ice protection
with uvailablo hub generators should result. In order to ob-
tain tho roqulred heat distribution with a satisfactorily
thin conducting layer, a material of varying electrical re-
eletanco, but constant thioknose, Uould be ad+antagoous.

As a reeult of limited tests, it hag been found that
present conducting materiale do not have satisfactory

——
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resistance to ‘abrasion and wear. It has been thought that a
thin lwer of nonconduotlng rubber over the entire blade-
shoe surface would provide the abrasion resistance necessary
‘for satlefactory service life. The effeot of the addltlon
of a protective layer can be “determined by including its
thickness in the thickness of the oonduating l~er.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory.
National Advisory Comm~~tee for Aoronautias,

Moffett Field, CalIf.
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APPENDIX

An expreatalon for the temperature gradient in the edge
an ioe layer is to be developed for determining the sizeof

and thicknes~ of an ice >artiole that will adhere–to a 31ade-
shoe surface with difforont unit power inputs. In the dori-
vatlon of this expression .symbols will ‘be used which do not
appear in the nomenclature of this report (cl, c=, f, u,
and v). It was felt that better continuity and olarlty
could be had by defining the symbols as they appear.

The diagrams. of figure 4 illustrate. a .seotion through
the propeller blade normal to tho edge of an Ice layer and
the temperature profilo.
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~rom l=oto a=-, the extent of the toe layer,

Furthermore

and differentiating gives

and from figure 4

When the power input is considered to

df&a = qbs dl

?

[1

T1 - To
d% =

1
1A
~. ki

Substitution gives the equation

supply %la then

dl

Dividing through by %ltc2? the equation takes the form

daTl
—=ua(Tz-To)-v
dla

where . .
.

,—
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. .

[

hki
1u= -

... ki + hti-. . ..- -. %ltol

qb 0
Y=—

koltc32

$

If

then ,
.

daf— .. = Uaf - v
ala

The solution of this equation is of the form

f = c~e
ul -u i

+ Oa9 +V.—
Ua

where cl and Ca are ccnstants of l~tegratlon and
t

Suhstltution gives

T1 - To = Cleul + Cae -Uz + (T,m - To)

and when 2 becomes largs (T, - To) approaches a finite

figure 4. !?herefore ,

9?, = Cae-ua+ Tlm

When “1 approaches zero - -

. T20 E C= + T%

. .

_A- —. .—
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Similarly, the equation for the surfaoe temperature from
t=oto -~ takes the form

aaTz
koatol — = h(Tl - To) - qb~.

dla

and

T1 = 03eUa + T1-=

●

where

u=[-f
Atl=o

%0 = 03 + Ti =Ca+Tz
-m co

and

C1=ca+Tlm-T1
-m

AIEIO, when the subscripts + and - are introduced to indi-
oate positive and negative values of 1,

d~l+
—— -u+ 1=
&2

-u+Oae

and

When 1 equals seroi

dTl+

dl = -U+oa

and

dTl

dl = ‘-c’
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Equating the two foregoing equations and substituting the
value for Cl result in the expression

-u+Oa = U.(02 + Tam - T1_m)

and. rearranging terms.

T

Substitution of the equation for Ca In the equation for
T1s for 1 =Oto Ieo?, results in the expression

Because qb ~ is uniform over the element of blade surface

being considered,

h (Tl - To) =-m k, ::ti ‘T1~ - ‘o)

or

ki
TI —— (Tlm -

= ki + hti
To) + To

-m

and, making the final substitutions In the expression for TI

ki

[

hki +
T1 - (Tlm- TO)+TO - 1

1
1

= ki+hti ki+hti kcztot
TI=TI -

a

7

e

[

‘i +1
ki + hti

Introducing the ice-thickness parameter

[
$8 = ‘i

ki + hti 1

-—.—.. —.
-.

—-. .—-.
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the foregoing equation may be written

. .

TI= T3m -

r.

T1

][

~- W*(TZ=-To)+ To -
*+1

e

in the form

J

or

and when TO=O

4 —.
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Figure 4.- A eectionview and temperatureprofile norml
to the edge of an ice layer.
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